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ABSTRACT: HTTP is an application layer protocol designed within framework of
Internet Protocol Suite. Its definition presumes an underlying & reliable transport layer
protocol,[2] & Transmission Control Protocol is commonly used. However HTTP could be
adapted to use unreliable protocols such as User Datagram Protocol, for example within
HTTPU & Simple Service Discovery Protocol. There are several threat to HTTP server
security. Categories of attack could consist of passive monitoring of data communications
exploitation by insiders, close-in attacks, harmful attacks through service provider &
active network attacks. Information systems & networks usually offer targets & must be
resistant with within order to attack from full range of threat agents, from hackers to nation-states. System must be capable to
restrict damage & recovery from occurrence of attacks. The objective of research is to secure HTTP server from external attacks.
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A later version, successor HTTP/2, was standardized within
2015, then supported by major web browsers & already
supported by major web servers. HTTP functions as a
request–response protocol within client–server computing
model. A web browser, for example, may be client & an
application running on a computer hosting a web site may
be server. The client submits an HTTP request message to
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